
500 

Steel louvered Supply/return Grille



Adjustable Double Deflection Supply Grille

Fixed 45° Deflection Return Grille

500 Grille with Filter Frame

Typical Applications
Most commonly used in sidewall 

applications, 500 Series grilles are 

available with both supply and return 

constructions options. With a variety 

of different frame styles, the 500 

Series grille can easily be integrated 

into most ceiling and surface mount 

applications.

CONSTRUCTION
 + Models

 - Supply

 - Return

 + Damper

 - Steel damper (5xxD)

 - Aluminum damper (5xxDAL)

 + Blade Pattern

 - Parallel to long (5xxL)

 - Parallel to short (5xxS)

 + Size

 - Minimum: 6 in. x 4 in.

 - Maximum (single piece): 48 in. x 48 in.

 - Oversized construction available 
with mullions and/or duct channels

 + Fastening 

 - Countersunk screwholes

 - Concealed fastening

 - No screwholes (for lay-in)

 + Options

 - Fire Rated (5xxFR)

 - Filter Frame (5xxFF)

 - Filter Frame, Fire Rated (5xxFFFR)

 - Mounting frame

 - Insect screen (IS)

 - Light shield (LS)

 - Square to round adaptor (SR)

 - Return Air Silencer (RAS)

Product Highlights
The 500 Series steel grilles make use of adjustable (supply) or fixed (return) blades to 
control airflow and provide a supply or return unit with minimal see-through. 

Quality Construction
500 Series steel supply and return grilles feature precise, high quality, roll-formed 
construction. Both supply and return grilles feature steel border construction with 
reinforced, precision mitered corners.

Multiple Configurations
Available with a variety of construction options, the 500 Series grille can be customized 
to suit each application. Options include: blade spacing (return only), deflection, and 
orientation as well as overall unit size, mounting type, frame style, fastening method, 
and finish. 

500 Series Supply Grille Installed

Blades Parallel to the Short Dimension vs. Blades Parallel to the Long Dimension
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Supply Application
Louvered supply grilles feature individually adjustable, roll-formed 
blades, and are available as either single or double deflection, with 
an optional damper. 

Blade orientation and spacing options allow the 500 Series grille to 
produce performance that is suitable for a range of applications. 
Horizontally mounted blades can be used to control the rise and 
drop of the airstream, typically used to prevent unwanted drop or 
to blow warm air down in a high sidewall application. Vertically 
mounted blades control the spread of the air pattern, and are 
used primarily in applications where throw, rather than drop, is 
the prime concern. 

Single Deflection

Single deflection grilles are an economical option that contain a 
single set of adjustable blades to control the air pattern in only 
one direction.  

Double Deflection

Double deflection grilles offer the most flexibility, with two sets of 
adjustable blades oriented perpendicular to each other allowing for 
control of the air pattern in both the horizontal and vertical plane. 

Return Application
Price 500 Series louvered return grilles and registers match and 
complement the louvered supply grilles. Return grilles are available 
with a 0° fixed blade deflection, or a 45° fixed blade deflection 
for minimal see-through. Two fixed blade spacing options, 1/2 in. 
and 3/4 in., are available to suit performance and architectural 
considerations. 

Filter Frame
The filter frame option accepts standard 1 in. and 2 in. filter media 
and is available in two styles that allow access to the filter for 
cleaning including: 

 + A hinge-tab mechanism that allows hinging or complete 
removal of the grille 

 + ¼ turn quick release fasteners that allow complete removal 
of the grille
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Fire Rated
With the fire rated option, the 500 grille is a Fire Rated Assembly listed in the UL, Underwriters Laboratories Fire Resistance Directory. 
Fire rated models meet UL time vs. temperature test criteria and NFPA 90A requirements.

The fire rated construction option incorporates a thermal blanket and fire damper. The butterfly-type fire damper is available with either 
a 165°F or 212°F fusible link. The fire rated option is only available for use in exposed grid suspended ceilings (T-Bar Lay-in) and must 
be installed in accordance with the installation instructions.

Accessories
A complete line of accessories are available to help customize the 500 grille to meet specific project requirements. Accessories include:

 + Return air silencers are designed to provide sound attenuation by reducing return air noise while still providing minimal pressure 
drop. The RAS accessory is particularly useful for return air systems featuring ceiling or wall open-plenum returns.

 + Insect screens prevent insects from entering the occupied space through the grille.

 + Square-to-round adaptors allow for a wider range of connection options permitting direct connection to round ducts.

 + Opposed blade dampers are available in steel construction, and are supplied attached to the back of the grille for airflow adjustment.

500 Grille with RAS

Opposed Blade Damper SR

Fire Rated 500 Grille
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Product Improvement is a continuing endeavour at Price. Therefore, specifications are subject to change without notice.
Consult your Price Sales Representative for current specifications or more detailed information. Not all products may be

available in all geographic areas. All goods described in this document are warranted as described in the Limited Warranty
shown at priceindustries.com. The complete Price product catalog can be viewed online at priceindustries.com.
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